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摘  要 
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Traditionally the flow cytometry could be used to analyze the size, shape and 
proportion of cells, bacteria or particle, but could not be used to detect and analyze the 
nucleic acids or proteins. But with the development of chemical materials science, all 
kinds of artificial microspheres emerged. Basing on microspheres, flow cytometry has 
been developed rapidly, and its applications have also been greatly extended. 
Carboxy funcfionalized polystyrene microsphere is an important carrier in our 
experiment.The external carboxy group can be activated to couple with the probes． 
The microspheres coupled with nucleic acid probe capture the analytes which then 
bind with fluorescent-labeled nucleic acid probes．Through the detection and analysis 
of the microsphere fluorescence intensity and the microsphere size by the flow 
cytometry,the analytes can be identified significantly． 
The multiple-detection method was applied for the detection of lower respiratory 
tract infection pathogenic bacteria, we amplified the target gene sequences of 
escherichia coli, klebsiella pneumoniae, pseudomonas aeruginosa and streptococcus 
pneumoniae by multiplex PCR, then the target gene sequences and the microspheres 
coupled with probes and the fluorescent-labeled probes were hybrided in liquid-phase, 
finally the the target gene sequences were detected and analyzed by flow cytometry. 
The experimental sensitivity is mainly depends on the sensitivity of multiplex 
PCR, which sensitivity is up to 500copies/ml. the amplification efficiency of 4 strains 
DNA is not obviously different to each orther, after being detected by flow cytometry, 
positive rate of microspheres is as follows: escherichia 18.7%,klebsiella pneumoniae 
17.8%, pseudomonas aeruginosa 19.2%, streptococcus pneumoniae 20.1%. There is 
no significant non-specific hybridization.The reproducibility of Liquid-phase 
hybridization and flow cytometric detection is acceptable, coefficient variation of five 
repeatat detections was 3.46%~5.00%.40 separated stains were identified successfully, 















diagnosis of lower respiratory tract infection is developed.This experiment can 
exactly identify l to 4 target pathogenic bacteria in the same reaction with better 
sensitivity，specificity and reproducibility．but there are also some important problems 
suggested to be solved which include optimization of experiment，stability of 
backgroud fluorescence and scientific analysis of numerical data． 
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